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The E-RAU Spring Trimester ended with a bang — literally! A new with a whimper. The Spring Fling, Greek Week games, softball, baseball, soccer, and swimming pool activities caused everyone who wanted entertainment, plenty to do.

Greek Charities were provided for all fraternity-campuses in a reveling period of fun and friendly competition with Delta Chi winning the overall honors. Sports filled many days with excitement and no one could complain about "nothing to do."

Spirits Soar At E-RAU

As Activities Abound
Hello and Welcome to Ehrby's Ridge. If you're a continuing student, welcome back. If you're a new student, welcome! My name is Ed Miller, newly elected editor of the AVONU newspaper. Throughout the summer, the AVONU and its editors will be published every two weeks. We would love to take this opportunity to encourage your participation on the AVONU staff. We desperately need writers, photographers, ad sellers, layout artists, and more. We have recently expanded our darkroom to enable us to develop color film. We need qualified photographers.

In order to encourage your support, the AVONU will be showing a free, Acquainted Reunion, next Thursday night. Please come and help us develop color film. We need qualified photographers.
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E-RAU HOUSING... Students can expect changes

By Debbie Fett

As far as the new housing is concerned, the student body in dorms 1 and 3 (S10) and the new housing directors (one for each campus housing facility), an expansion of campus housing program, a rented deposit and contract system, a computerized system for the inside workings of the housing department, and finally, the move of the Housing Administrators to Dormitory Hall.

This is the first phase of the new housing directors. They were trained specifically to provide a better service for the students.

In addition, all students will be provided with a dietary living service, a laundry service, tenant land, and a transportation service.

We hope that all students will be happy with the changes and that their expectations will be met.

Kylde Morris

E-RAU Board of Visitors sponsor's "A Hanger Sale"... Friday, May 18, 1979 at the Harper Hall from 9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. on Friday, May 18, 1979.

A "Hanger Sale" is bigger than a garage sale, according to Mr. Robert Whiteside, chair of the Board of Visitors for E-RAU. "Our second Annual Hanger Sale will be held in a fashion show in the Student Union. We will have a variety of items for sale, including clothing, accessories, and housewares." Mr. Whiteside said that the sale will be open to the public from 9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. on Friday, May 18, 1979 at the Harper Hall.

The sale will feature items such as clothing, accessories, and housewares. There will also be a raffle for two tickets to the upcoming Harper Hall show. All proceeds will go to support the Big Spring Band. The sale will be open to the public from 9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. on Friday, May 18, 1979 at the Harper Hall.
E-RAU Graduation

206 Dreams come true

By Kevin Kesten

On Saturday, April 23, the hopes and dreams of 206 graduating students were realized in the form of the E-RAU graduation ceremony. Many of these students had spent countless hours in college classes, and the day would always be a highlight of their education. The seniors' parents and friends were elated that the reality of graduation was finally here.

The Senior Club held its traditional Reception at the Treasurier's House, and pictures of the event were published in the Union. After the event, the Senior Club After-dinner was held, and pictures of the organization were published in the Union.

SPACE SHUTTLE

Enterprise rolled onto launch pad

KENNEDY SPACE CENTER, Fla. — The Space Shuttle Enterprise was rolled out to Complex 39A at Pad A at NASA's Kennedy Space Center on April 16, where it will be used for its first spaceflight, the STS-41A mission.

The Enterprise, a 15-story, 50-ton replica of the real Space Shuttle, was rolled out from the Vehicle Assembly Building at Kennedy Space Center on the morning of April 16, and it was wheeled to the launch pad on the Space Shuttle Transfer Station.

The Enterprise is a full-scale replica of the Space Shuttle, and it will be used to test the launch and landing systems. The Enterprise will be used to test the launch and landing systems that will be used on the real Space Shuttle.

The Enterprise will be used to test the launch and landing systems that will be used on the real Space Shuttle. The Enterprise will be used to test the launch and landing systems that will be used on the real Space Shuttle. The Enterprise will be used to test the launch and landing systems that will be used on the real Space Shuttle. The Enterprise will be used to test the launch and landing systems that will be used on the real Space Shuttle. The Enterprise will be used to test the launch and landing systems that will be used on the real Space Shuttle. The Enterprise will be used to test the launch and landing systems that will be used on the real Space Shuttle. The Enterprise will be used to test the launch and landing systems that will be used on the real Space Shuttle.
Our speakers have been actively participating in these seminars, which have been designed to provide graduate students with the necessary skills and knowledge to succeed in their chosen fields.

**Graduate Studies**

By Bruce MacManus

The new seminar program continues to grow, and it now includes more than 30 new seminars scheduled to register for classes during the academic term. Total enrollments for the summer term should equal or exceed those of the preceding term.

Advanced flight programs leading to the Boeing 727 Flight Engineer license and Canadair Citation Type rating are now available with increased enrollment. A significant increase in inquiries about these programs has also been noted. The end of Term II will conclude the first fall of full program offerings on campus and we will see our first "home-grown" graduates. Five current Daytona Beach students have been awarded Master's degrees in the Aeronautical Engineering curricula.

Off-campus locations showed a significant increase in graduate enrollments for terms starting in March and April, thanks primarily to an increase of 3% for the spring term.

Work continues on upgrading the ATC Training Center (graduation) and faculty support system (graduation and programming). Priority is also being given to maintaining the northeast state College, developing new course evaluations, and developing a new master's level aeronautical systems engineering degree and obtaining library support services for all locations.

In the near future, on-campus and off-campus seminars will be conducted at the academic Program Support Office.

**SEMINARS & WORKSHOPS**

By Dr. J. Culcett

Programs for the next two semesters have been completed and are scheduled for the dates listed. The Flight Law/Insurance seminar will be held for the benefit of all participants in the seminar.

By Tom Wilson

A standardized format has been adopted for use in preparing the Flight Law/Insurance seminar. The Study Guide is to be developed and is to be used in the Independent Study Program. The Course Outline and Study Guide formats should be a part of the seminar program, which is an integral part of the program. Each course will consist of 15 lectures, an introductory session, 13 students per section, and a summary section. Briefings and discussions have been conducted with the Association for Resources Management and five Aeronautical Science faculty who have expressed interest in preparing course materials in the program.
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